Résumé. 2014 
Abstract. 2014 The first measurements on the Dayem bridge showed that the behaviour in an applied microwave field was quite different from that of the Josephson tunnel junction. Measurements on bridges one magnitude smaller later showed this difference to result from the bridge size. A very simple equivalent circuit was furthermore shown to characterize these small bridges. Analog computer calculations on this circuit will be compared to experimental results. At high temperatures a rounding of steps and supercurrent presumably due to noise is observed. A comparison with the theory of Ambegaokar and Halperin will be presented. At low temperatures a hysteresis develops. This may result from the bridge capacitance which also may give rise to subharmonic steps. However, the magnitude (1 pF) inferred from the hysteresis is too small to account for the subharmonic steps actually observed. In contrast to other types of junctions the bridge is mechanically very robust. We have therefore been interested in the applicability of the bridge. An upper limit to the sensitivity to 10 GHz radiation has been found in terms of NEP to 9 10-14 [1 ] , [2] , [3] or by a cutting technique [4] . Although thus inherently stable mechanically it has only recently received attention for application purposes [5] .
The A theoretical basis for assuming a sinusoidal current-phase relation at least for the dc supercurrent, when the bridge was much shorter than a coherence length, was given by A. Baratoff et al. [8] and P. V. Christiansen et al. [9] using a one-dimensional Ginzburg-Landau approach.
These calculations were later extended by P. E. Gregers-Hansen, G. Fog Pedersen and the author [10] who also found the first order correction term in different limiting situations. By using the boundary conditions for the order parameter and its first derivative, as given by Zaitsev [11] figure 3 we have compared an experimental 1 y curve for an indium bridge with a theoretical curve taken from reference [18] . It figure 5 for a tin bridge. A further deviation from the predictions of the simple equivalent circuit is the observation of subharmonic steps near T,.
The hysteresis has been explained by D. E. McCumber [20] as arising from the capacitance C of the bridge which shunts the Josephson element in parallel with the resistor thus adding a term C d /dt to the current in eq. (2) . Actually most of the capacitance stems from the background film and so will be frequency dependent. The value is expected to be of the order of 1 pF. In reference [20] was shown computer calculated I v curves for this circuit. We have compared the experimental 1 Y curve of figure 5 with one of the curves of reference [20] [20] .
The fit gives C N 1 pF. line in figure 5 . From the fit we find C -1 pF. Similar results are found for all our bridges. The fact that the experimental curve lies above that of the theoretical curve for voltages higher than 1 mV is possibly connected with the frequency dependence of C but also certainly connected to the subharmonic (Abump) gap structure and the possible self-induced Dayem effect which is the subject of the following paper by P. E. Gregers-Hansen [21] .
Let us now turn to the microwave induced stepstructure. At values of the capacitance where a hysteresis has evolved the analog calculations show that as the rf field is applied the hysteresis is suppressed during the first period and eventually disappear altogether after the first minimum of the supercurrent. That this is in accordance with the experiments is shown in figure 6 . Here are plotted some of the steps for a tin bridge at T -1.6 K. It is seen that for the lower power levels there is hysteresis in the supercurrent. Then comes a region of some confusion after which the periodicity comes out very clearly. For The subharmonic step can, however, be explained by other mechanisms, for instance, by the inclusion of an inductance somewhere in the circuit. The simplest explanation is that the current-phase relation is not sinusoidal [10] . In figure 8 In the experiment though they will be quenched by noise. In figure 9 we show an example of the subharmonic steps observed for a tin sample. The n = m/3 series was also observed and had the faster rate expected. An explanation based on microscopic theory was offered by Eliashberg [24] in 1970 and has since been elaborated [25] , [26] . We shall only try to convey the main points of the first paper.
In the BCS theory the energy gap d is determined by the equation
Here WD is the Debye frequency ; E is the excitation energy of a quasi-particle and g is a measure of the coupling strength. n(8) is the distribution function of quasi-particles which in equilibrium is given by the Fermi function. Let us apply an alternating field of a frequency too small for pair breaking to take place. When absorbed by the excitations it will cause the « center of gravity » to be moved to a higher energy, while leaving the total number of excitations unaltered.
The minimum in 1 -2 n(e) will therefore be removed from the region where -J 82 -L12 is small, thereby increasing the value of the integral. The result will therefore be an increase in the energy gap. For small values of the field the increase will be proportional to the applied power. A more careful ana-lysis gives that there is a minimum frequency co, for the enhancement to take place.
As the effect of the microwaves is equivalent to disregarding n(e) in the factor (1 -2 n(B)), there [27] . Observation of such steps are proof that the junction works as a mixer through the Josephson effect.
In figure 11 we show the result of such a mixing experiment on an indium bridge 70 mK below T,,. [29] is due to this low Q value compare to the Q of 1 500 of reference [29] .
